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THE FARMER 
- Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai 

That fifty-para paddy field is owned by someone in Vaikom. Kesavan Nair has been cultivating it for the last 

forty years. Before that, Kesavan Nair‘s uncle was its cultivator. Some ten years ago, when paddy prices were 

as high as five to seven rupees a bushel, rich people from Changanassery and Thiruvalla, had come there for 

paddy cultivation. They got on lease, groups of paddy fields. They used a tractor for deep-ploughing and new 

fertilisers, to produce bumper crops. And they made huge profits. Kesavan Nair‘s fifty para was in the centre of 

such groups of fields. Big – time farmer, Outhakkutty, met Kesavan Nair one day, on the mud-bund of the field. 

The crop in the ―fifty‖ was poor when compared to those around it. Outhakkutty broke in, by way of 

exchanging civilities: ―Why is the paddy not lush and robust enough? Didn‘t you use fertilisers?‖ 

That question struck Kesavan Nair‘s heart. The neighbouring farmer insinuates that the paddy he cultivates is 

inferior in growth! 

―After you big guys came, can we drain out the water at the right times? 

No time is convenient enough for you. We can do farm work only at your convenience‖. 

Outhakkutty, an arch diplomat, said, ―Why do you say that, Uncle Kesavan? 

I had specifically arranged with my people to pay heed to your convenience.‖ 

Kesavan Nair was cross. ―Oh! Nice arrangement indeed! I could water the land only after my paddy seedlings 

had wilted in the sun. I went after your servant, begging. He said he can‘t because you had instructed him not to 

give water to me.‖ 

Outhakkutty had to counter that accusation. ―Will there be any such difficulty,  if you do the sowing at the 

same time as in the neighbouring fields?‖ 

Kesavan Nair was piqued. ―Don‘t teach me all that. It‘s not yesterday that I started cultivating paddy.‖ 

Kesavan Nair continued, increasingly irritated, ―No one becomes a farmer by pouring in money, dumping 

fertilisers and raising a crop of paddy.‖ 

After a few days, Kesavan Nair and Outhakkutty‘s servant quarreled with each other, upon the mud-bund of the 

field. On all sides there was water. But the ―fifty‖ was parched dry and cracked up and the shoots were wilted. 

Kesavan Nair, heart-broken at the sight, cut a breach in the mud-bund. The servant sealed it up. They pushed 

and jostled each other. It would have culminated in murder. Luckily, that did not happen. Three or four days 

later, the crop in Kesavan Nair‘s ―fifty‖ was submerged up to the tips of the plants in water. The top of the 

shoots were not at all to be seen above the water‘s surface. That servant‘s doing! When the time came for the 

sunning of Outhakkutty‘s paddy plants, the water was diverted to Kesavan Nair‘s ―fifty‖. How was he to drain 

that water away? Where will he take it to? Can he drink it all up? Kesavan Nair‘s shoots began to rot. 

Kuttichovan, a friend of Kesavan Nair, asked in consternation, ―Why don‘t we cut open breaches on the bunds 

at night and divert the water back to the other fields?‖ 

Kesavan Nair did not like that idea. He said, ―That should not be done in puncha-kandam. Cut open bunds in 

the dead of night! Can a farmer do that, Kutty? Let me perish. I will not do what should not be done.‖ 

Then another friend, Kutty Mappila, said, ―Are all the things happening now, befitting a puncha-kandam?‖ 
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Kesavan Nair said he would never perpetrate that adharma. Kutty Mappila, who was listening to it all, said, 

half-soliloquising. ―So it was good that I leased out my piece of land to Outhakkutty. Or else, my fate too would 

have been the same now.‖ Kuttichovan also said the same thing. Of the 500 acre complex, only Kesavan Nair‘s 

five acres remained outside Outhakutty‘s domain. Listening to the talk of his friends, Kesavan Nair said, ―I too 

could have entrusted mine to him. But, what else is there for my livelihood? What work will I do? You, Kutty 

Mappila, get at least 500 coconuts. Kuttychovan has four sons, working. I have only this field on lease. And I 

can eke out a living, only by tilling it.‖ 

That night, the water in the ―fifty‖ somehow drained away. Someone had breached the mud-bunds at night. 

Certainly it was not Kesavan Nair. Since that water spread evenly into the fields surrounding that field, no ill 

effects had occurred to the crops of those fields. It was clear that the farmer of the neighbouring fields had let in 

water to that ―fifty‖ on purpose. 

Next morning, Kesavan Nair went out to the field and saw for himself. 

Who had perpetrated this adharma? The weight of that sin would fall on him alone. He had not known anything 

about it. He wondered how he was going to prove his innocence. Two days passed thus. On the third day, in the 

morning, before anyone woke up, Kesavan Nair went to the field and looked around. The weak shoots, which 

had been flattened to the ground, had started rising up, in the sun‘s warmth. 

His crop wouldn‘t perish. After three or four days of getting the sun, the shoots should be soaked a little by 

letting in water for one day, and some manure put in.  

Then, the crop would be excellent, first rate. 

Where could he raise the money from? Who would give him money? The household expenses were met by the 

proceeds from the four milch cows. Kesavan Nair toyed with the idea of selling one of them to raise the funds. 

But his wife wouldn‘t agree to it. 

―The shoots are properly sunned, aren‘t they, Uncle Kesavan? 

Kesavan Nair turned around. It was Outhakutty. Suddenly Kesavan Nair‘s obsession about the adharma upset 

him. Outhakutty stood there as if he had caught the culprit. He, Kesavan Nair, should give him a proper 

explanation. He had to establish his innocence in the matter. With a troubled smile, Kesavan Nair said, ―Upon 

my grand-uncle! Upon this ‗puncha-kandam‘ which is true to its tradition, it is not I who breached the bund, 

Outhakutty! I am a true farmer. A farmer worth his name would never do such an adharma.‖ 

Outhakutty watched Kesavan Nair‘s anxiety. ―Why do you swear by your ancestors, Uncle Kesavan? It is not 

you who breached the bund. It‘s I who did it. I did it because I saw your paddy submerged.‖ 

Kesavan Nair was relieved. His eyes shone. ―Is it true? Tell me the truth! 

Oh, it‘s such a relief! May you do well in life, my boy! I feared I would have to carry the weight of this infamy 

with me till my death.‖ 

Outhakutty once more said emphatically. ―Yes, Uncle Kesavan. It‘s I who did it. Although you hate me, can I 

hate you? When I saw that sight, my heart nearly stopped. I opened the breach. Let my paddy perish, if it has to, 

I said to myself‖. 

Outhakutty said, glancing all over the ―fifty‖. ―If you could sprinkle a little manure, the crop would be 

excellent, Uncle Kesavan.‖ 
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―I was thinking of that just now.‖ 

―Then you have to do it.‖ 

―One should have money for that. Money! I don‘t have money‖. 

―If you want a good crop, you should spend money.‖ 

―The times are such.‖ 

Outhakutty said, as if because of his fondness for Kesavan Nair: ―Uncle Kesavan! May I say something?‖ 

―Why are you taking all this trouble, Uncle Kesavan? I‘ll give you the lease-rent for the landlord at Vaikom and 

fifty bushels of paddy extra. Hand over the field to me. Why toil so much in your old age?‖ 

Kesavan Nair suddenly became another person altogether. He was furious. 

Yet, controlling his anger, he said: ―No, no. Keep that thought to yourself Outhakutty. We have cultivated this 

field right from the times of our ancestors. 

No one else shall cultivate it.‖ 

―That‘s all right. You are the lessee of the Vaikom landlord. And I will be your lessee‖. 

―No. That won‘t do. I was born a farmer. Farming is my occupation. And I have five heads of cattle, besides. 

They need the hay. No. It won‘t work, 

Outhakutty….‖ 

No manure was put in the ―fifty‖. The crop was bad. Dismal, that is. During the harvest season, Kesavan Nair 

could not get hold of reapers. All around, Outhakutty‘s first-rate crop was there; if they reaped that the reapers 

would get two bushels of paddy as percentage wage. 

The paddy was getting overripe. At last, the members of Kutty Mappila‘s and Kuttichovan‘s families, and 

Kesavan Nair‘s family members together reaped the field. 

The crop was very, very bad. It was doubtful whether there would be sufficient paddy to pay the lease-rent. 

Kutty Mappila, Kuttichovan and Kesavan Nair conferred together. Kutty Mappila‘s opinion was that the lease-

rent need only be proportionate to the crop output. Till that moment, there wasn‘t even a grain of paddy as 

outstanding payment of rent. ―You can give more, if next year‘s crop is better.‖ 

Kesavan Nair couldn‘t agree to that. 

―This is the only piece of land the landlord has. And he has only this much of paddy to get. We have collected 

the crop. We should give the whole rent. The land will turn barren, if the landlord‘s tears fall on it.‖ 

The entire crop was just sufficient for the payment of the lease-rent. What remained for Kesavan Nair was just a 

ton and a half bushels of paddy, spillage on the threshing floor and the chaff! He couldn‘t make good even the 

seed paddy and the labour charges! 

The lease-rent paddy was carried to the landlord‘s house. The landlord was a Thirumulpad. Kesavan Nair had 

sensed that there was a slight change of expression on Thirumulpad‘s face. What was unusual was that he asked 

whether the entire lease-rent paddy had been brought. And he made this comment: ―My information was that 

this year I would not get the entire lease-rent paddy.‖ 

Kesavan Nair gave a quick repartee. ―Isn‘t it at least a hundred years, since we took this ―fifty‖ for cultivation, 

Thirumeni? Is there even a grain of paddy outstanding as lease-rent payment?‖ 

Thirumulpad didn‘t say a word. 
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The lease-rent paddy was measured out without leaving even a grain as deficit. Still, Thirumulpad‘s face didn‘t 

exhibit any trace of satisfaction. 

He gave lunch to Kesavan Nair and the boatmen as usual. 

When Kesavan Nair approached, after lunch, to take leave, Thirumulpad told him that he had something to say 

to him. 

―What is it?‖ asked Kesavan Nair. 

The reply was abrupt. ―Someone has approached me with an offer to take the land on an increased rate of rent. 

He is a very smart person too. Kesavan, you should relinquish the land.‖ 

An idea dawned upon Kesavan Nair. ―What increase of rent is proposed now?‖  

―A hundred bushels of paddy. And the person is very sound. How will I recover any arrears you may 

accumulate?‖ 

Kesavan Nair argued hotly: ―So far there are no arrears.‖ 

No one spoke for sometime. Kesavan Nair continued. ―Thirumeni, I shall give you that increased rate of rent.‖ 

―I‘ll tell you one thing, Thirumeni. I know who has approached you. It‘s Outhakkutty. But he is not a true 

farmer, Thirumeni. The likes of him don‘t love the soil. They‘ll put in a lot of fertilisers, prodigally extract the 

fertility of the soil and raise good crops. After four or five years, your land will turn into useless, bran-like soil. 

Not even grass will sprout there‖. 

Thirumulpad was walking back and forth the length of the verandah. He didn‘t speak a word. Kesavan Nair 

continued to speak. The words choked his throat. His eyes brimmed with tears. ―It‘s this field I saw, when I was 

born. The sweat of my ancestors has also added to its fertility. I have loved only that field in my entire life.‖ 

Kesavan Nair broke down. ―N-no! You shouldn‘t evict me from there, Thirumeni‖. Even Thirumulpad‘s heart 

seemed to melt a little. He said, ―I must get my rent‖. Kesavan Nair sobbed. ―I‘ll give you that rent.‖ 

The next day, Kesavan Nair called the ploughmen and he had the field ploughed once. He didn‘t even think 

how he was going to pay them wages. 

From that day, the ploughmen pestered him for payment of wages. How could he have the land ploughed again, 

without paying the wages for the first ploughing? 

Thus the field fell fallow. The neighbouring fields were regularly ploughed every month. The ―fifty‖ was 

overgrown with weeds. 

It was time for the sowing of the next crop. The work of putting up the mud-bunds was over. The water was 

being drained. The ―fifty‖ was lying vacant, without being ploughed, without weeding, without the soil being 

prepared. Poor Kesavan Nair didn‘t even have the necessary seed-paddy. His fight then turned towards his wife. 

One cow must be sold. She didn‘t like the idea, though. Kesavan Nair sold a cow without the consent of his 

wife. The money the cow‘s sale brought in was sufficient only for ten bushels of seed-paddy and ten rupees for 

the labour charges. Kesavan Nair tied up the seed-paddy and put it in water. He took out the seed the following 

day. Not even half of it had germinated. And he was supposed to sow that day itself. Kutty Mappila advised him 

to sow it as it was. It will germinate, lying in the soil! That‘s the only way out, besides. He did just that. 

The paddy was growing robustly in the neighbouring fields. In the ―fifty‖, weeds had grown thickly. Not even a 

single shoot was to be seen. The harvest that year was over. There was no need to reap the ―fifty‖. The date of 
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handing over the lease-rent paddy had expired. Thirumulpad reached the spot. Kesavan Nair was in hiding. For 

three days, Thirumulpad went about looking for him. He was not to be found. 

The next day, Outhakkutty‘s men got into the ―fifty‖ and ploughed the field. Thirumulpad stood on the mud-

bund, looking on. The sowing of the next crop was over. Early every morning, Kesavan Nair would go out to 

the fields, like a farmer who had a crop to look after. On watching him go, one would think that he really had a 

crop somewhere. He returned home only after the day had progressed. It was the habit of forty years. 

The paddy in the ―fifty‖ was growing high, as if challenging Kesavan Nair. He‘d go there everyday. When once 

he spotted a slight yellowing of the plants, his heart burned. He sought out Outhakkutty and reported the matter. 

Not only that; he stood by and had the necessary remedial measures carried out. 

- Translated by A.J. Thomas 

 

About the Author 

Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai, (1912 - 1999) popularly referred to as ‗Thakazhi‘, is the most celebrated 

contemporary Malayalam writer. He is, without doubt, the most well-known Malayalam novelist and his short 

novel ―Chemmeen‖ was given international reception. Thakazhi was the recipient of many awards and honours 

– the Bharatiya Jnanpith Award, (1984). The Soviet Land Nehru Award (1975), The Sahitya Akademi Award 

(1957) and Vayalar Rama Varma Award (1980).Though a ‗Vakil‘ by profession, Thakazhi‘s heart was not in 

his profession and after twenty years of working as a ‗Pleader‘, he took to full-time writing. Thakazhi wrote in 

Malayalam, his mother tongue, and was an active writer for 65 years. He wrote over 35 novels and many short 

stories. 

Punishment in Kindergarten and My Grandmother’s House by Kamala Das 

Punishment in Kindergarten 

Today the world is a little more my own.  

No need to remember the pain  

A blue-frocked woman caused, throwing 

Words at me like pots and pans, to drain  

That honey-coloured day of peace.  

‗Why don't you join the others, what  

A peculiar child you are!‘  

On the lawn, in clusters, sat my 

schoolmates sipping  

Sugarcane, they turned and laughed;  

Children are funny things, they laugh  

In mirth at others' tears, I buried  

My face in the sun-warmed hedge  

And smelt the flowers and the pain.  

The words are muffled now, the laughing  

Faces only a blur. The years have 
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Sped along, stopping briefly 

At beloved halts and moving  

Sadly on. My mind has found  

An adult peace. No need to remember  

That picnic day when I lay hidden 

By a hedge, watching the steel-white sun 

Standing lonely in the sky.  

 

My Grandmother’s House 

There is a house now far away where once 

I received love……. That woman died, 

The house withdrew into silence, snakes moved 

Among books, I was then too young 

To read, and my blood turned cold like the moon 

How often I think of going 

There, to peer through blind eyes of windows or 

Just listen to the frozen air, 

Or in wild despair, pick an armful of 

Darkness to bring it here to lie 

Behind my bedroom door like a brooding 

Dog…you cannot believe, darling, 

Can you, that I lived in such a house and 

Was proud, and loved…. I who have lost 

My way and beg now at strangers' doors to 

Receive love, at least in small change?  

     

Swami and the Sum 

- R.K.Narayan 

About: R.K. Narayan was a well-known Indian novelist, who has written in Engllsh.This is an episode selected 

from his book MALGUDI DAYS. 

Half an hour later, Swaminathan sat in his father's room, with a slate in his hand and pencil ready. Father held 

the arithmetic book open and dictated, "Rama has ten mangoes with which he wants to earn fifteen annas. 

Krishna wants only four mangoes. How much will Krishna have to pay?‖ 

Swaminathan gazed and gazed at this sum, and every time he read it, it seemed to acquire a new meaning. He 

had the feeling of having stepped into a fearful maze.. 
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His mouth began to water at the thought of mangoes. He wondered what made Rama fix fifteen annas for ten 

mangoes. What kind of a man was Rama? Probably he was like Sankar [The most brilliant boy in Swami 's 

class. He was said to solve any problem given to him in five minutes]. Somehow, one couldn't help feeling that 

he must have been like Sankar, with his ten mangoes and his iron determination to get fifteen annas. If Rama 

was like Sankar, Krishna must have been like the Pea [another classmate, Samuel, known as the pea on account 

of his size. He was considered 'ordinary' . The bond between Swami and Samuel was laughter]. Here 

Swaminathan felt an unaccountable sympathy for Krishna. 

'*Have you done the sum?" father asked, looking over the newspaper he was reading. 

'"Father, will you tell me if the mangoes were ripe?‖ 

Father regarded him for a while and smothering a smile remarked, "Do the sum first. I will tell you whether the 

fruits were ripe or not, afterwards.‖ 

Swaminathan felt utterly helpless. If only father would tell him whether Rama was trying to sell ripe fruits or 

unripe ones, of what use would it be to tell him afterwards? He felt strongly that the answer to this question 

contained the key to the whole problem. It would be scandalous to expect fifteen annas for ten unripe mangoes. 

But even if he did, it wouldn't be unlike Rama, whom Swaminathan was steadily beginning to hate. 

"Father, I cannot do the sum," Swaminathan said, pushing away the slate. 

"What is the matter with you? You can't solve a simple problem in simple proportion?‖ 

"We are not taught this kind of thing in our school.‖ 

"Get the slate here. I will make you give the answer now." Swaminathan waited with interest for the miracle to 

happen. Father studied the sum for a second and asked,"What is the price of ten mangoes?‖ 

Swaminathan looked over the sum to find out which part of the sum contained an answer to this question. "I 

don't know‖. 

"You seem to be an extraordinary idiot. Now read the sum. Come on. How much does Rama expect for ten 

mangoes?‖ 

"Fifteen annas, of course," Swaminathan thought but how could that be its price, its just price? It was all very 

well for Rama to expect it in his avarice. But was it the right price? And then there was the obscure point about 

whether the mangoes were ripe or not. If they were ripe, fifteen annas might not be an improbable price. If only 

he could get more light on this point. 

"How much does Rama want for his mangoes?‖ 

"Fifteen annas," replied Swaminathan without conviction. 
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"Very good. How many mangoes does Krishna want?‖ 

"Four.‖ 

"What is the price for four?" father seemed to delight in torturing him. How could he know? How could he 

know what that fool Krishna would pay? 

"Look here, boy. I have half a mind to thrash you. What have you in your head? Ten mangoes cost fifteen 

annas. What is the price of one? Come on. If you don't say it...‖ 

Swaminathan could not open his mouth because he could not decide whether the solution lay in the realm of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division. In the end, when father was waiting with a scowl for an 

answer, he received only a squeal from his son. 

"I am not going to leave you till you tell me how much a single mango costs at fifteen annas for ten." What was 

the matter with father? 

Swaminathan kept blinking. What was the urgency to know its price? Anyway, if Father wanted so badly to 

know instead of harassing him, let him go to the market and find it out. 

The whole brood of Ramas and Krishnas, with endless transactions with odd quantities of mangoes and 

fractions of money, was getting disgusting. Father admitted defeat by declaring, ''Or\e mango costs fifteen over 

ten annas. Simplify it.‖ 

Here, he was being led to the most hideous regions of arithmetic - fractions. "Give me the slate, father. I will 

find it out." He worked and found at the end of fifteen minutes, "The price of one mango is three over two 

annas" He expected to be contradicted any moment. 

But father said, "Very good, simplify it further.‖ 

It was plain sailing after that. Swaminathan announced at the end of half an hour's agony, "Krishna must pay six 

annas," and burst into tears. 

Where the Mind is without Fear 

- Rabindranath Tagore 

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high 

Where knowledge is free 

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments 

By narrow domestic walls 

Where words come out from the depth of truth 

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection 

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way 
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Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit 

Where the mind is led forward by thee 

Into ever-widening thought and action 

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake. 

 

AFTER THE STORM 

What do you do, when you feel very troubled about situations around you? Here is what one group of children 

did. 

The storm raged all night. Lightning crackled and the wind howled like a demon. Saruli cowered under the 

covers and clung to her mother when she heard the thunder. A peculiar crack-crack-SNAP, followed by a 

tremendous crash, as though a giant had fallen to the ground. 

"What is that?" she asked her mother. 

"The trees," her mother replied. "The wind is blowing them down.‖ 

"The trees!" Saruli was shocked. The wind was strong, very strong. But was it powerful enough to knock down 

those enormous pines — so straight and tall? 

The next morning she saw it for herself. Row upon row of the lofty pines lay stretched helplessly on the ground. 

Saruli was stunned. Half the jungle seemed bare. Most of the people from the small hill village were there, 

foraging for branches and dragging them away. But Saruli, a wiry girl of thirteen, stood there stunned. 

Gripped with fear Saruli was thinking of the barren hillside across the valley. How desolate it looked! A real 

contrast to the forest near their village, which was full of fresh grass and shrubs. Suppose... suppose all the trees 

fell down ... wouldn't the forest disappear? With an effort she dismissed these thoughts and began to collect 

wood. Fuel was always an important need. Saruli gathered a large bundle. On her way back, she passed Diwan 

Singh's house. The old man was seated outside. "You want some wood, uncle?" she asked. Without waiting for 

an answer she dropped part of her bundle in one corner of the paved courtyard. 

"So you have been to the forest, girl?" "Yes, uncle, lots of trees fell down last night. 

Old Diwan Singh was the headman of her village. ''It was to be expected," he said slowly. The trees have been 

totally hollowed by the resin-tappers." Saruli's brown eyes opened wide. ''I wondered how so many trees had 

fallen down". Diwan Singh said, "First they only made one cut on the trees to tap resin. Now they keep on 

making gashes till the trees are utterly drained. Even a moderately strong wind can below them over, they are so 

dry." "Can't... can't someone stop them?' Saruli asked, horrified. Diwan sighed. "No one can stop them, girl? 

The contractors are rich, influential people. They pay a lot of money to tap the trees.‘ 
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Saruli got up go home. As she stood up, she glanced at Diwan Singh's strange nursery. He was growing 

saplings. Not the baby pines which sprang up themselves in the rains, but shoots of oak and deodar- the native 

trees of the hills. Diwan Singh told Saruli, 'When I was a boy this was a forest of oak and deodar. The British 

Government cut them down and planted pines.‖ 

But, Why?" Saruli had asked. 

"Because pine trees can be tapped for resin and resin has many uses. But they forgot that oaks bring rain and 

trap the water. Pines dry out the land.‖ 

It was a holiday for school. Saruli took her cow to graze in the forest. The sight of the fallen trees-trunks was 

depressing. Many of the other village children were there too, with their goats and cows. "Come and play hide 

and seek" Jaman called. 

But Saruli shook her head. She sat on a rock, thinking and thinking. How could they save their forest? 

'What is the matter?" Jaman asked after a while. 

"I am scared," she replied, after a short pause. "Suppose another storm comes along and all the trees are blown 

down. What will we do then?‖ 

"The contractors pay money to the Forest Department to tap the trees. They are allowed to do it," said Jaman in 

a low voice. 

But Saruli was rushing to the nearest pine tree. There she found several gashes which had gone dry. At the end 

of one, there was a conical tin cup, into which the sticky resin fell, drop by drop. She wrenched off the tin cup 

and threw it away. "That is what we can do!" She cried triumphantly. Jaman put some clay to seal the gashes. 

The other children gathered around curiously. Saruli cried excitedly. "Come on, help to save our forest!‖ 

She raced around pulling the tin cups off the trees. And Jaman followed with the clay. The others joined in 

enthusiastically. 

A week passed. The little group managed to remove the tin containers from a large portion of the jungle. Then, 

one morning, four men entered the forest to collect resin. Saruli's heart thudded suddenly. The showdown had 

come. But she had to stay calm. She could hear their muttered exclamations of surprise which turned into anger 

to find the trees devoid of the resin containers. Finally, they came up to the children who were swarming up 

around a tree. "Do you know who has done this?" one of the men demanded. Saruli had seen him around. He 

was called Lai Singh. 

The children looked at each other, not knowing what to say. Then Saruli jumped down from the /cafe/ tree. "We 

did it," she said. 
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"Wha-at?" the man seemed unable to understand. 

"Yes," Saruli said quietly. "We threw away the containers". 

"You brats! How dare you!" Lai Singh exploded. His companions swore and muttered angrily. "Now we will 

have to put them again," Lai Singh continued. "Don't you dare touch the trees now?" exploded: words came out 

in a loud burst. 

He produced a chisel-like tool and began to scrape off the mud plaster the children had applied. 

"Stop!" Saruli cried, hurling herself at him. He pushed her aside roughly but Jaman and the others joined in too. 

"Run, Radha!" Saruli cried. ''Get help from the village. We have got to save the forest!‖ 

Radha ran fast. But the taller man caught up quickly. He was about to grab her. Suddenly, a jeep jerked to an 

abrupt halt. "What is going on?" a voice spoke from inside. 

Lai Singh sprang forward eagerly. Jaman followed. Then his eye fell on what was written on the number plate. 

The D.F.O. Sir" he muttered nervously. 

The District Forest Officer jumped out of the jeep. One of the men had Radha by the arm was gesticulating and 

pointing to the trees. Radha looked terrified! 

'What is the meaning of all this?" the D.F.O. asked. 

"She is the ring leader," Lai Singh said accusingly. 

"Sir we are only trying to save our forest!" Saruli said vehemently. 

Taken aback by Saruli's impassioned outburst, the D.F.O. followed her to the edge of the forest. He stared at the 

fallen tree-trunks and frowned. 

we do? 

"It is the resin-tapping. Sir," Saruli repeated. ''If all the trees fall down, what will happen?‖ 

But the D.F.O. was lost in thought "I shall have to think about it," he said finally. "Our job is to prevent the 

forests. Tell your contractor to talk to me.‖ 

Lai Singh's eyes almost fell out with shock, but the children clapped gleefully. The D.F.O. got into his jeep and 

drove away. 

A month went by. The resin-tappers did not come again and the children continued to remove the containers. 

They had almost finished when the first monsoon showers came down. That evening when Saruli went home, 

Diwan Singh called out to her, "Girl, the rains have come. "Let's plant the deodhars.‖ 
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She smiled happily up at him. Just then, they saw the familiar jeep. "D.F.O. Sir!" said Diwan Singh. 

The D.F.O. got off the jeep and smiled at Saruli. "Keep it up/ he patted her back. The resin tappers will not 

trouble you again.‖ 

Thank you, Sir, thank you!" chanted a chorus of voices. The jeep sped down the road. A breeze rustled through 

the trees making them sound like a distant waterfall. Saruli sighed happily. They would continue to hear that 

sound. They had achieved their goal. They had saved the forest. 

Nothing would destroy their forest now. 

Vision for the Nation 
India is a nation of a billion people. A nation’s progress depends upon how its people think. It is thoughts which 

are transformed into actions. India has to think as a nation of a billion people. Let the young minds blossom – 

full of thoughts, the thoughts of prosperity. 

Nations are built by the imagination and untiring enthusiastic efforts of generations. One generation transfers 

the fruits of its toil to another which then takes forward the mission. As the coming generation also has its 

dreams and aspirations for the nation‘s future, it therefore adds something from its side to the national vision; 

which the next generation strives hard to achieve. 

This process goes on and the nation climbs steps of glory and gains higher strength. 

The first vision: Freedom of India 

Any organisation, society or even a nation without a vision is like a ship cruising on the high seas without any 

aim or direction. It is clarity of national vision which constantly drives the people towards the goal. Our last 

generation, the glorious generation of freedom fighters, led by Mahatma Gandhi, and many others set for the 

nation a vision of free India. This was the first vision, set by the people for the nation. It therefore went deep 

into the minds and the hearts of the masses and soon became the great inspiring and driving force for the people 

to collectively plunge into the struggle for freedom movement. The unified dedicated efforts of the people from 

every walk of life won freedom for the country. 

The Second vision: Developed India 

The next generation (to which I also belong ) has put India strongly on the path of economic, agricultural and 

technological development. But India has stood too long in the line of developing nations. Let us, collectively, 

set the second national vision of Developed India. I am confident that it is very much possible and can 

materialize in 15 – 20 years‘ time. 

Developed status 

What does the developed nation status mean in terms of the common man? It means the major transformation of 

our national economy to make it one of the largest economies in the world, where the countrymen live well 

above the poverty line, their education and health is of high standard, national security reasonably assured, and 

the core competence in certain major areas gets enhanced significantly so that the production of quality goods, 

including exports, is rising and thereby bringing all-round prosperity for the countrymen. What is the common 
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link needed to realise these sub-goals? It is the technological strength of the nation, which is the key to reach 

this developed status. 

Build around our strength 

The next question that comes to the mind is, how can it be made possible? We have to build and strengthen our 

national infrastructure in an all-round manner, in a big way. Therefore, we should build around our existing 

strengths including the vast pool of talented scientists and technologists and our abundant natural resources. The 

manpower resource should be optimally utilised to harness health care, services sectors and engineering goods 

sectors. 

We should concentrate on development of key areas, namely agriculture production, food processing, materials 

and also on the emerging niche areas like computer software, biotechnologies and so on. The common link 

required to bring this transformation is the human resources. Therefore, adequate attention needs to be paid to 

development of special human resource cadre in the country to meet these objectives. 

Beyond 2020 

The attainment of a developed status by 2020 does not mean that we can then rest on our laurels. It is an endless 

pursuit of well-being for all our people. Our vision of a developed nation integrates this element of time within 

it as well. Only people with many embodied skills and knowledge, and with ignited minds can be ready for such 

a long-term vision. We believe that it is possible to develop our people to reach such a state, provided we can 

follow a steady path and make available to the people the benefits of change all through their lives. They should 

see their lives and those of others improving in actual terms, and not merely in statistical tables. 

Actions 

This means the vision should become a part of the nation, transcending governments – the present and the 

future. To make this happen, several actions are required. An important element of these efforts is to develop 

various endogenous technological strengths. After all, technologies are primarily manifestations of human 

experience and knowledge and thus are capable of further creative development, under enabling environments. 

We have often asked ourselves and others why India in its several thousand years of history has rarely tried to 

expand its territories or to assume a dominating role. Many of the experts and others with whom we had a 

dialogue referred to some special features of the Indian psyche which could partly explain this: greater 

tolerance, less discipline, the lack of a sense of retaliation, more flexibility in accepting outsiders, great 

adherence to hierarchy, and emphasis on personal safety over adventure. Some felt that a combination of many 

of these features has affected our ability to pursue a vision tenaciously. 

We believe that as a nation and as a people we need to shed our cynicism and initiate concrete action to realise 

the second vision for the nation. The first vision, seeded around 1857, was for India to become politically 

independent; the second one is to become a fully developed nation. Our successful action will lead to further 

action, bringing the vision much closer to reality. Perhaps in a decade from now we may even be judged as 

having been cautious and conservative! We will be happy if the action taken proves that they could have been 

still bolder in advocating a faster march towards a developed India! 

We had written this chapter before the nuclear tests on 11 May 1998. The details of the numbers projected in 

the tables and figures may change but our belief in what we say there remains unchanged. In any case, they are 
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meant to be indicative of directions for change. We have seen the reactions to the tests within the country in the 

Indian and foreign media. We have also had the benefit of private conversations with many Indians. In all these, 

I observed one striking feature: a number of persons in the fifty-plus bracket and especially those who are in 

powerful positions in government, industry, business and academia, seem to lack the will to face problems. 

They would like to be supported by other countries in every action we have to take in the country. This is not a 

good sign after fifty years of an independent India which has all along emphasised ‗self reliance‘. We are not 

advocating xenophobia nor isolation. But all of us have to be clear that nobody is going to hold our hands to 

lead us into the ‗developed country club‘. Nuclear tests are the culmination of efforts to apply nuclear 

technology for national security. When we carried out the tests in May 1998, India witnessed issuing of 

sanctions by a few developed countries. In the process, the same countries have purposely collapsed their own 

doctrine of global marketing, global finance systems and global village. Hence India has to evolve its own 

original economic policy, as well as development, business and marketing strategies. 

It is not just that the Indian nuclear tests are resented. If tomorrow Indian software export achieves a sizable 

share in the global market, becoming third or fourth or fifth in size, we should expect different types of 

reactions. 

Today, we are a small percentage of the total trade in software or information technology. Similarly, if India 

becomes a large enough exporter of wheat or rice or agro-food products to take it into an exclusive club of four 

or five top food grain-exporting nations, various new issues would be raised couched in scientific and technical 

terms ranging from phyto-sanitary specifications to our contribution to global warming. Multilateral regimes to 

these effects exist in terms of General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) and other environment-related 

multilateral treaties. India cannot afford not to sign these treaties, though we could have done our homework a 

little better during the negotiations. We have to face what we have with us. We need to play the multilateral 

game, attract foreign investments, have joint ventures and be an active international player. Still, we have to 

remember that those who aim high have to learn to walk alone too, when required. There are economic and 

social problems in South-East Asia and Japan. 

Each country is trying to tackle them in its own way. There is a variety in the approaches. Some may overcome 

the difficulties and some may not. We believe India can still emerge a major developed country and all its 

people can contribute to and share in the prosperity. Our hope lies in the fact that even in the older generation, 

there are a number of persons who are ready to face the challenges. Most of the people are proud to see an India 

that is bold. In addition, the younger generation is ready to take action in such a complex environment. Many of 

them have to contend with difficult hierarchical structures in the Indian systems, whether in the private or public 

sector, in government or in academia. They are ready to rough it out. That is where our hopes lie for the 

realisation of the Second Vision. 

 

THE NEEM TREE 
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The month of April was warm and summer had just set in; the neem tree was in bloom. Malar gazed through the 

window at the neem tree and totally forgot herself. The tree was so beautiful! Suddenly, the teacher's harsh 

voice thundered. 

 "Malar! I've called your name twice already. 

Have you 'forgot yourself when looking at something? and you've not answered." Her thoughts swung back to 

the classroom. 

"Yes, teacher, " said Malar."Malar! You will never learn anything if you keep on dreaming in the class," 

remarked her teacher. Malar stood up silently, her head down. 

"Sit down," said the teacher and continued the lesson. 

'if isn't true," said Malar to herself as she sat down. "I do try to pay attention, but I don't think dreaming is bad." 

She swallowed a lump in her throat and began to pay attention to the lesson- At the end of the class the teacher 

announced, "Before we close for summer, we will entertain ourselves as we usually do, with a song, dance and 

drama show. "The children clapped their hands joyfully. 

Is dreaming good or bad? In what ways 

"Who'd like to participate?" asked the teacher A few enthusiastic hands went up. 

"Malar? You too..,?' 1 asked the teacher, raising her eyebrows. 

Malar nodded, her right hand raised high. 

Her grandmother's words echoed in her ears, "Keep your flag flying high. You will do well!‖ 

"What would you like to do, Malar?" asked the teacher doubtfully. Malar answered promptly. 

"Act in a play", 'Well ...I must see where we can fit you in," said the teacher, her voice still ringing with doubt 

"Or... or... dance. 

The girls giggled. One o f them said, She will start day dreaming on the stage, too!‖ 

"We'll see about that," replied the teacher evasively. The bell rang. It was break time and the class dispersed. 

Malar and Nila ran out hand in hand. They ran to the row of trees that provided shade for the children. They ran 

in and out of the row of trees. Malar loved the white flowers of the neem tree. She thought that the green leaves 

of the neem tree were dotted like pearls by the tiny flowers of the neem trees Suddenly, Nila stopped running 

and pointed up to one of the trees. 

"Look, Malar/ 1 she said. Malar gazed. 
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"Strange, isn't it?" she said after a moment There are marks on th is tree "Malar nodded wordlessly, There were 

a few red marks on the neem tree. 

The girls continued to run and play. 

'Malar, are you really going to participate in our class dance?" asked Nila. 

"Why not? Malar replied briefly. 

"But you must remember all the steps," said Nila. 

'Yes, I will," said Malar. Her eyes glistened and she controlled her tears silently. 

'I need help to do that," she thought to herself. "But I dont know from whom  I can get it!‖ 

The following day, the teacher put down Malays name for group dancing. She called Malar to her side and 

said," You must carefully follow the dance teacher's instructions and do exactly what she tells you to do. 

Malar was elated and decided to give her best, During the dance practice, the teacher taught the girls to stand in 

a circle and move inward and outward in step with the music, The movements were easy and the girls danced 

Joyfully. Malar was very happy. The tempo gradually Increased. Suddenly, the teacher cried, "Stop; please stop/ 

The girls froze. "Malar has fallen out of step. Start all over again." Malar looked around In dismay. The girls 

frowned and looked angrily at Malar Her confidence had gone. She made many mistakes. Each time Malar 

made a mistake, the teacher made the whole group do the dance again. As the g Iris dispersed, the dance teacher 

called Malar and said, I think you should ask your teacher to give you some other role*. "Why teacher?" Malar 

asked, hurt and annoyed. She had tried so hard! 

"Never mind. I will talk to your class teacher, " said the dance teacher and went away. Malar did not move. She 

stared vacantty and "Come on, lets go. Don't worry..." before Nilla could finish Malar voiced, "I'm not good at 

anything, am I?" She bit her lower lip. Nila smiled at Malar, and both of them went hand in hand towards their 

classroom. On the way they stopped near the row of trees, There were men standing nearthe marked neem tree. 

The girls overheard their conversation . "Principal Madam wants this tree to be cut," said one of the men. 

"Why?" enquired Malar, anxiously. "We are going to build a new toilet here, "he replied. "N ... oooo, You cant 

cut the tree‖. she cried and put her hands around the tree. 

"Principal's orders," said one of them. He felt sorry for Malar. 

"Oh!" Malar sighed sadly. She forgot to go to her Class teacher. She took Nila along and rushed to the 

Principals office. She pleaded with the Principal and requested her not to cut down a living tree. "It needs to be 

cut, child," the Principal explained , "We need more toilets. "Why don't we choose some other place?" Malar 

asked. The Principal looked thoughtfully at Malar. 'I appreciate your love for the tree," she said. She agreed to 
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keep the tree for some more time. Malar was overjoyed. The next day, the class teacher summoned Malar and 

told her, "I'll give you the role of the curtain raiser". The class laughed. 

"What's that?" asked Malar, puzzled. 

The teacher smiled and said, "Backstage, you'll have to pull the curtains at the start of each item, and draw them 

at the dose of the item." "That means the audience is not going to see me?" asked Malar. The teacher nodded. 

Malays face fell. This is the best I can do for you, now, Malar," the teacher replied. "In this way you need not 

fear about any wrong movements on the stage. But you have to be alert and pull the curtain strings in the right 

way at the right time. Please don't start dreaming." Malar suppressed her tears and said,  

"Teacher, may I be given another chance?‖ 

"There is no time. Please don't argue.‖ 

Malar went home sadly. Her grandmother had made her favourite bajjis for tiffin. 'What role are you going to 

play?" she asked eagerly. Malar ran and hugged her, and told her everything. Remember what I have told you. 

Keep your flag flying high. Dont give up," she said. 

The next day, when Malar went to her class she saw her teacher talking to the Principal about the cultural 

programme, "Come, Malar!" said the Principal kindly What are you going to do for the Cultural Programme?" 

she asked. Malar started crying She remembered her grandmothers words. She looked at her teacher. please 

give me another chance to dance /'she said. 

"She is not able to cope with the steps, Ma'am," said the class teacher cope: manage to do Something burst 

inside Malar. I can cope up. she said, "Just because I take time, doesn‘t mean that I am unfit' Malar looked 

through the window at the neem tree. "I am like the tree," she said. "Can I not be helped to be part of the dance? 

Why must I be removed?" During Ugadi, a festival to celebrate The Principal understood. "Of course tne 

Telugu new year, which comes in March/April, the Sun is said to enter the constellation of Aries. People eat the 

bitter leaves and the roasted flowers of neem with a little jaggery, to symbolize the acceptance of the good with 

the bad. 

you can be part of the dance," she said. "Do help her/ she told the teacher. The teacher agreed. 

"And here's some good news for you, added the Principal "We have chosen another place to build the toilets. 

Yourtree will survive." Malays grandmother came to the cultural show. When the show was over, there was 

loud applause. All the participants were congratulated. 

The teacher told Malar's grandmother, "Malar gave her the beat If she hadn't played her part well, the entire 

show would have been a mess." Malar's face was flushed . She was so happy! 
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The following day was the fast day of school. Classrooms were cleaned and lacked all the students bid farewell 

to one another and began to leave. For a long time, Malar stood looking at the neem tree. She would not be 

seeing it for a couple of months. The blossoms were bewitching bewitching - having a magical spell. 

Suddenly. Malar felt a hand on her shoulder. She turned round and saw the Principal smiling at her. "Beautiful, 

aren't they?she asked. You are a bright, beautiful blossom too. Remember, Malar, you are a winner - we can all 

be winners. Nobody has to lose the race." The Principal patted Malays cheeks and said, "Happy holidays, girl.‖ 

Adapted from: Indira Ananda Krishnan 

THE ANTEATER AND THE DASSIE  

Adapted from 'Tales from Tendai's Grandmother' a collection of stories set in Zimbabwe about the animals of 

Africa, by Lakshmi Mukundan. 

Tendai was helping his Grandmother to cook lunch outdoors. He was waiting eagerly to eat the tasty sadza 

[maize grain] and stew when on their small radio they heard the news bulletin. One news item was about some 

African farmers who had caught a scaly anteater in their farmlands. They travelled in a group and presented it to 

the President of Zimbabwe as a token of respect. The President then sent the creature to the National Park where 

it was safely released into its natural world again. 

Grandmother told Tendai that scaly anteaters were never harmed because they were symbols of good luck. 

While they sat eating their lunch, she narrated to Tendai an amusing anteater tale. Pangolin, a scaly anteater 

once lived near the Limpopo river which flows at the border between Zimbabwe and its Southern neighbour, 

South Africa. Pangolin and little Dassie were friends and together explored the bush and tried to find interesting 

ways of challenging each other with new games and races. 

They had a lot of fun together. Dassie would take his friend to visit his colony and Pangolin admired the 

intricate burrows and network of pathways built between the rocks made by them. On each of Pangolin's visits, 

Dassie had observed that it was difficult for his heavy friend to climb up and down among the rocks and 

pathways. He himself was small and sleek and able to run along easily. One day he had a splendid idea. He 

decided to ask Pangolin to race against him down one of the paths. He smiled a wily smile to himself because 

he felt quite sure that he would win! He called out to his friend, ―I have a good idea for a new race. Let us climb 

to the top of the kopje and run down the main path that goes straight down. The one who can reach level ground 

first will be the winner‖. Pangolin cheerfully agreed since he loved to compete whether he won or lost. Together 

they climbed to the very top of the kopje. Dassie's beady eyes shone eagerly as he drew a line in the clay at the 

beginning of the path. They took positions at the starting line, counted to three and set off, running as fast as 

they could. Little Dassie soon drew ahead because this was the most familiar path to him. He could also run 

faster than Pangolin who had to carry all his heavy, clattering scales along. When they reached level ground, 

Dassie was the winner by a clear distance. Pangolin came up puffing and panting, but happily hailed Dassie as 
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the winner. The two friends then had a good laugh together over the day‘s contest. The next day, Pangolin 

returned to visit his friend and Dassie challenged him to the downhill race again. Pangolin agreed. 

But this time the scaly one had a special gleam in his eyes which Dassie did not notice. After the third count, 

they started racing down the slope to the ground once more. Dassie ran as fast as his legs could carry him. 

Suddenly he was wondering what was rolling quickly past him now? He was being overtaken by a scaly ball, 

carried swiftly down the slope by its own weight. It reached the plain long before he did, quite unhurt by the 

bumps along the way 

He could hardly believe his eyes. Dassie was very confused because he could not really understand what had 

happened. He reached the finishing point and then watched the ball unrolling itself. 

Pangolin straightened himself and got onto all fours again. He laughed delightedly as he carefully smoothed his 

scales back in place with his long claws. Dassie looked on in amazement and asked, ―How did you ever think of 

doing such a clever and unusual thing?‖ The scaly anteater explained, ―After I lost the race yesterday, I 

remembered my father's advice. He used to say, ―There is more than one way to do a thing.‖ Last night, I 

thought very hard and realized that even if I could not run as fast as you, maybe I could try curling up and 

rolling down faster. As you can see, the new idea worked very well and I am the winner today!‘ 

The Sun Beam 

It grew darker as the butterfly flew into the thick forest, for the tall and leafy trees formed a canopy above the 

ground and there were only a few brightly lit spots. The fresh smell of the leaves and the crackle of the wind as 

it blew through the tress made the butterfly feel like humming a song. 

Whom should it talk to here? Oh, what was that? 

Abroad shaft of sunlight came slanting down through the branches of the tree. The butterfly could see lots of 

tiny particles dancing inside the beam. They looked happy! 

―Hello, sunbeam! Whom do you bring dancing down?‖ asked the butterfly. 

―Why I simply move along without bringing or talking anybody. What you see are dancing dust particles. They 

are everywhere. It is just that you can not see them unless there is a beam like me,‖ the sunbeam answered in a 

matter-of-fact tone. 

―But what makes them dance? Why can‘t they be still?‖ asked the butterfly. 

―The entire universe is one big dance. What seems to be still may not really be so. Do you think the rocks are 

still just because you can not see them move? 
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There are dancing atoms and whirling particles inside them which never stop moving. These dust particles are 

visible to the eye because they are large. But the world is incredibly vibrant. Not all know this, because they can 

not see the movement.‖ 

―Does that mean that there are dancing atoms in that solid rock over there which looks so heavy and still?‖ 

asked the butterfly, puzzled. 

―Indeed, there are dancing atoms inside all matter. The entire universe is made up of atoms and molecules 

which have in them constantly whirling particles. In that sense, nothing is static. The very earth that you live on 

is whirling through space and spinning on its own axis. Planets in outer space are resolving continuously around 

the sun. Everything is charged with energy,‖ said sunbeam. 

Looking at the sunbeam, that was not at all difficult for the butterfly to imagine. 

―But what makes these planets and atoms move? How come they never get tired and stop moving?‖ asked the 

butterfly. 

―The energy of the cosmos is eternal and can never be destroyed. It is this energy which goes into making me so 

bright and it is this energy which, in a different form, allows atoms to remain in motion in that rock,‖ said the 

sunbeam. 

―That means energy takes different forms,‖ said the butterfly, thinking hard. 

―Yes, energy takes many, many forms. It is light energy that allows you to see things and causes things to shine. 

It is the heat energy that warms you up. The energy of a fast-flowing river can be used to make yet another form 

of energy – electricity. However the sum total of all the energy in the universe is constant. It cannot be 

increased or decreased. It has always stayed the same and it will always remain the same. Now do you see that 

everything has to be linked to everything else? 

All events that happen in the universe require energy and there is a fixed amount of energy in the universe. 

Somebody has to give, for the other to take. If you fold your wings, you use energy from the same source that I 

draw upon to shine!‖ The butterfly was silent. It seemed that the entire universe was dancing in step with itself! 

Surely, the dance of the atoms in the rock was connected in some way to the flight of the butterfly? 

The butterfly began to feel more and more a part of what was around it. 

                         - From ‘Curiouser and Curiouser’, by Dr. Neeraja Raghavan 
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